ECAC: OUR IMPACT

- 92% of undergraduates secure post-grad plans
- 94% of students participate in work or research experience before graduation
- 6X more likely to receive a job offer or get accepted to graduate school
- 99% of students report that ECAC was highly effective in addressing their needs

ECAC RESOURCES

- 28 CAREER WORKSHOPS
- 97 EMPLOYER INFO SESSIONS
- 134 WORK TOURS
- 369 EXTERNSHIP VISITS

- 93% of engineering students utilized the online ECAC system
- 2700+ drop-in & virtual sessions with a career counselor

CAREER EVENTS

- FALL EXPO: 335 employers
- BIOSCI+BIOTECH: 42 employers
- MEET & HIRE (virtual): 9 employers
- SPRING EXPO: 224 employers

WHERE ARE STUDENTS WORKING?*

- 1500+ employers recruit through ECAC

AVERAGE SALARY FOR B.S. IS $76,818

*Most employers hire from multiple majors. This is not a comprehensive nor permanent list as employers change every year.

Learn more at www.engr.utexas.edu/student-life/career-services
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